
COIMBATORE,

20.01.2017.

From
K.C. Palaniswamy,
Son of Chenniappa Gounder,
322, Thadagam Road,
Coimbatore -2.

To
The Chief Election commissioner and
Election Commissioners of India,
Office of Election Commission of India
Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road,
New Delhi.110 001.

Respected Sir/s,

I am writing

to you regarding            the

necessity for the intervention of the august

body of Election Commission of India in

the matters relating to the All India Anna

Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam party.



Sir, I am a member of the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam (hereinafter referred to as AIADMK) from its inception. I

joined the party when it was under the leadership of the late and

lamented Bharat Ratna Dr. M.G. Ramachandran. He had appointed

me as the Deputy District Secretary, M.G.R.   youth Wing,

Coimbatore Urban District in 1982. Subsequently,  I was called

upon by him to contest the election from Kangayem legislative

Assembly constituency as the official candidate of AIADMK. I was

declared elected in 1984. I served the state till 1988.

Soon after the founder’s death, I was aligned with his wife, Late

Mrs.  Janaki Ramachandran and stood for election in the 1989

legislative elections at Palladam constituency as a representative of

AIADMK (Janaki) faction. It would not be out of place to point out

that the present chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, Shri. O.

Paneerselvam, Mrs. Valarmathi as well as Mr. Ponnaiyyan and

several other important leaders of today, were also a part of

AIADMK (Janaki) faction.

Soon after the elections, I was also responsible for the unification

talks and the subsequent unification itself of both the factions of



IADMK. In appreciation of my efforts in brining about unity in the

party, in 1989, Puratchi Thalaivi AMMA Dr. J.Jayalalitha, till

recently, the unquestioned leader of the AIADMK and the Chief

Minister of Tamil Nadu, nominated me as the party candidate for

Tiruchengode Parliamentary constituency. Under her guidance, I

was elected with the second highest number of vote difference in

India and the highest number in Tamil Nadu.

I was the representative till 1991 General elections. In all the

subsequent elections, I have approached the party seeking for its

nominations.

I have continued to be a member of the party and have worked for

its growth, development and success in all spheres of my activities.

The details are enclosed along with this representation.

Sadly, Puratchi Thalaivi AMMA Dr. J.Jayalalitha expired on 5th

December, 2016. Though she was bed ridden till that date, she

continued to be the General Secretary as well as the Chief Minister

of the State of Tamil Nadu.

As per the Constitution of the AIADMK party, (registered with the

Election Commission of India), the post of the General Secretary is



an elected one. Puratchi Thalaivi AMMA Dr. J.Jayalalitha has stood

for democratic process in the party and have been elected

successfully to the said post. The last of the elections to the post of

the general secretary was held on 31st December 2015

Due to the untimely death of AMMA, the party has been plunged

into deep grief and melancholy. In order to enthuse the dejected

members of the party, who have lost their unquestionable leader, as

a temporary measure, the members of the General Council and

Executive Council, consisting of not more than 3000 met recently at

Chennai and have nominated Mrs. V.K. Sashikala as a temporary

occupant to the post of General Secretary. This is in order to

obviate the allegations raised by an expelled member of the party,

namely, Tmt. Sashikala Pushpa, M.P. and also taking into

consideration, a suit and applications are pending before the High

Court of Judicature at Madras.

An assurance was given by the members of the General Council

that the elections to the post of General Secretary will be held

shortly.



While all the members of the party have been anxiously awaiting

the declaration of the elections, Mr. O.S. Manian, a member of the

General Council of the AIADMK and the minister in charge of

Handlooms and Textiles portfolio, has openly declared that General

secretary elections would not be called for till the voter list is

revamped. Members of the party fear that using this as a ruse,

those who will be interested in contesting the elections would be

purged and only “YES MEN” would be declared as members of the

party. This would go against the democratic process enshrined in

the byelaws of the party.

As a person who has been associated with AIADMK from inception,

I can boldly declare that Late Puratchi Thalaivi AMMA Dr. J.

Jayalalitha had adopted direct election of party members, inspired

by the US primaries. She wanted to ensure that the General

Secretary of the AIADMK was always democratically elected. It may

not be out of place to point out that out of the 7 crore eligible voters

in Tamil Nadu, 1.6 Crores are members of the AIADMK party.

Due to this sudden change in attitude and that too from a highly

placed responsible office bearer of the party as well as one in the



Government, I fear that the sacred democratic process put in place

by and followed scrupulously by Puratchi Thalaivi AMMA Dr. J.

Jayalalitha would be rendered nugatory.

Hence, I make the following request to the Honorable commission

due to the special and unique circumstances prevailing today:-

1. Appoint an independent and fearless officer of the election

commission of India to conduct the elections, including drawing

up of an election schedule after finalizing the voter list, to the

post of General Secretary in the AIADMK,

2. Restrain the present office bearers from being removed or

replaced, so as to ensure a level playing field, till the holding of

elections,

3. Direct the present office bearers not to alienate or fritter away the

assets of the party other than those necessary for the regular

expenses of the party,

4. Not to decide on any policy decisions till the elections are over

including expulsion of any member of the party,

5. I request the Election Commission of India not to recognize the

appointment of Mrs. V.K Sashikala Natarajan as “interim general

secretary”, appointed on 29th December 2016. Since the



democratic process envisaged by Puratchi Thalaivi AMMA Dr. J.

Jayalalithaa has not been fallowed.

6. The Election Commission of India may treat this representation on

priority basis because vacancy to the constituency held by Puratchi

Thalaivi Amma Dr. J. Jayalalitha, namely, R.K. Nagar has been notified

and the elections to the local bodies may be notified at any moment.

This requires an elected general secretary to sign the requisite

papers. Therefore, kindly accede to the aforesaid requests and give

appropriate directions at the earliest.

Yours most sincerely,

K. C. Palanisamy Ex MP, MLA



WHAT IS THE ANSWER FOR THE QUESTION

RANGARAJ PANDE: Wishes dear friends! We welcome you all to the

today’s “WHAT IS THE ANSWER FOR THE

QUESTION” program. Mrs. V.K.Sasikala is

selected as the new General Secretary of the All

India Anna Dravida Munetra Kazham. The

place where was M.G.R…. the place where was

Jayalalitha… new commitment… new post…

next… whether she will even become the Chief

Minister! to which the political observers

sharply watching. How does this posting

happened? Is there any hurriedness in this

matter? Why Sasikala was being the only

option? Does the reason that she is the only

option to bring the party in to   a single

monopoly? Or any external coercion being the

reason for that? The mode of this selection

held… The challenges facing her… How does

the A.D.M.K. move on to the next stage?

Including these, there are so many other

matters are there. Come on! In today’s WHAT

IS THE ANSWER FOR THE QUESTION program,

the person who was the Propaganda Secretary

of All India Anna Dravida Munetra Kazhagam

for seven and half years during the time of

demised Chief Minister Jayalalitha, the current

Handloom Minister Mr. O.S.MANIAN: is with us.
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Lot of things are to ask him. Let as ask.

Salute!

O.S.MANIAN: Salute! Sasikala has been selected as General

Secretary. She was being with Jayalalitha.

Being with for thirty two thirty six years. Has

taken part in all her good and bad. If

Mr.Panneerselvam sworn as the Chief Minister,

the reason for that could be understood, legal

crisis should not arise. Such post should not

be kept vacant. Instantly an appointment

conducts. So the sworn was conducted in the

midnight. But there is no of restriction that

the party should not have vacant General

Secretary post. There is no problem as legal

crisis will arise in such case. Even in the rules

and regulation of the party A.D.M.K., it is

stated that in case of absence of General

Secretary, the person who was appointed

formerly as General Secretary may continuously

perform their service, until the appointment of

the next General Secretary.

RANGARAJ PANDE: Do you think that, is there any emergent

necessity in selecting Sasikala as the General

Secretary of the Party in a stage of even no

completion of single month from the demise of

the demised Chief Minister Jayalalitha?
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O.S.MANIAN: The very important post of All India Anna

Dravida Munetra Kazhagam is the LEADING

post “General Secretary” post of the

Kazhagam… in the All India Anna Dravida

Munetra Kazhagam Puratchi Thalaivar M.G.R.

had reserved his “Leader” post for Perarignar

Anna and kept the Chair vacant and defined

himself as the General Secretary of the Party.

In the same way Amma continued as General

Secretary of the Party. The

General Secretary of the Kazhagam is the

eligible person to take all the decisions of the

Kazham Movement. In case, there is a

necessity of making an announcement for the

Kazham or to a person to pass an order or

convey a message or to put signature for the

expenditure of the movement, for all these, only

the General Secretary is empowered to do… as

per the rules and regulations of our party…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… even in your party if my memory is proper

it may be 20/5. In that stated that if a time

period arise that there is absence of General

Secretary, the administrators appointed by the

prior General Secretary will continue in their

postings. It is stated that continue their

service until the next General Secretary is

appointed. So you may have selected the
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General Secretary in a proper procedural way,

isn’t it…! The question is that why hurried

even within this one month?

O.S.MANIAN: Any hurry is shown… steadily the Chief Kazha

Executives, secretary of each and every District

Kazham and District secretary of the party of

the Kazham, all parts executives, public,

everybody from all creed, further other society

and further other class leaders and persons of

other movements met Honourable Chinnamma

in person and put forth sternly continuously

emphasizes her that “You should become the

General Secretary… You should accept the

leadership of the party.” So this is not a swift

one or hurried act for other reasons… it is  a

deed decided firmly very steadily… there is no

error in it…

RANGARAJ PANDE: One day before conducting this General Body

Meeting, the husband of Member of Parliament

Sasikala Pushpa visits ADMK office. But, he

was assaulted severely. What is the purpose?

In that case, isn’t it be a restraining attempt?

Actor Anandaraj stated nothing… but states

“What are happening doesn’t seem to be

correct… I quit”. He doesn’t comment any one.

Even he didn’t quoted Mrs.Sasikala’s name. He

states nothing… threatening with dire
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sequences opened on him…Police protection is

given to him… So, does a message that ‘you can

stay until you agree with the leader… otherwise

problematic’ is passed?

O.S.MANIAN: This is wrong information… that is at any point

of time let the chief executives of the All India

Anna Dravida Munetra Kazhagam… or

anybody… anybody in the committed post will

ask the head and after consideration and

behaving calmly in ahimsa way is the lesson we

taught from the Puratchi Thalaivar and

Puratchi Thalaivi Amma of All India Anna

Dravida Munetra Kazhagam. There is no

alternates in this.

RANGARAJ PANDE: Who is the reason for the assault happened in

the ADMK Head Office? DMK persons? Whether

People?

O.S.MANIAN: Crewmen… That is one Sasikala Pushpa… one

person was even dismissed from the movement.

Even dismissed from the basic membership.

RANGARAJ PANDE: She has been dismissed. Her husband

Lingeshwaran is basic member

O.S.MANIAN: Pushpa is the party otherwise… husband is not

at all party…
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RANGARAJ PANDE: No… all of her family members are in ADMK…

He has got ADMK Member card… He has

worked at R.K.Nagar legislative constituency

with his family…

O.S.MANIAN: Lakhs and lakhs of Crewmen in ADMK… one

and a half crore of them… out of them some

quick tempered… some of them get exited on

hearing some news… may express as hurridly…

we cannot prevent it…But our…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Doesn’t it seem to be saying ‘cannot prevent if

do so’ is encouraging it?

O.S.MANIAN: But our… our opinion is… the police

department would have taken action and

otherwise… our party’s opinion is that the

members should not have hurried. But we

cannot control the anger of the members.

RANGARAJ PANDE: Police department took action… that action

made further more surprise… Sasikala

Pushpa’s husband was held at the Police

Station for about 20 hours. It stated what is

the necessity for keeping the victim in the

station, informing in the court… No..No…stated

that there was threaten to his life… for giving

protection itself kept him at Police Station… If

there is threaten for life, whether put the

persons who are all giving threatening in the
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Police Station? Put the person who was

affected by the assault in the Police Station?

O.S.MANIAN: No… No… There is fault in your opinion… That

is, many persons are angry on him… He is one

or two… It is easy to protect one or two

persons… It is hard prevent all those get

angry…

RANGARAJ PANDE: So, in Tamilnadu if protection is necessary for a

person, immediately imprison? Otherwise keep

at Police Station?

O.S.MANIAN: The place for keep protection is Police Station

the place… other than could be keep at the

road…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Then if anybody require protection they may be

kept at Police Station…?

O.S.MANIAN: Stating Police Station… It is wrong to make sit

on a chair at Police Station? Is the term Police

Station means jail? Means Prison? Not at all…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Every one cannot accept police custody isn’t

it…

O.S.MANIAN: No… If you ask what is police custody, undo all

the dress wore and they tie under their custody

in that case itself it may be understood as you

told
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RANGARAJ PANDE: No it is illegal... it cannot be done like that...

should not do...

O.S.MANIAN: Nothing like that...

RANGARAJ PANDE: No it is illegal... it cannot be done like that...

never should do...

O.S.MANIAN: Nothing like that... nothing done like that...

Seated him respectfully and provided him and

all that and kept him respectfully... Kept him

safely... If let him outside it will be more

difficult to him... That is why kept him safely...

RANGARAJ PANDE: So, tomorrow day after tomorrow ADMK

crewmen will not get anxiety... They got

anxiety on that day only... that is why kept at

police station... If the angry continued for say

ten fifteen day, he may be kept under remand...

O.S.MANIAN: No... If this act be like that again it may

happen... in the absence of his act it will not

happen...

RANGARAJ PANDE: He visited ADMK head office that is all... Did

not shout ‘down down’... Did not shout ‘long

live’... Did nothing... Video scenes shown in all

television... He came out blood shed... Did he

shout any slogan? Did he tell anything like

dismiss? Did he tell fire? Told nothing... he
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comes to ADMK head office...

O.S.MANIAN: That is it... What is the speed of the exited

crewmen... He should have behaved like that...

should not behave...

RANGARAJ PANDE: Whether the assault should not have

happened? He should not have visited ADMK

office?

O.S.MANIAN: No No... that is what are all the past happening

of Sasikala Puspha... How were her activities...

You know... such a person has given interviews

in the past to the journals, her attitude,

regarding all the crewmen were patient... as

they were patient I ought to so thanks to those

party crewmen... Such is the act done by her...

While we are children I place my hand on your

nose... Place my figure... We use to call that are

you coming for  a fight come for a fight like

that... While studying gin the school at our

young age... such is that madam will you beat

us me? Won’t you beat? Will you come for  a

fight? Won’t you come? She constraint us like

that she... We kept patient... all the crewmen

were patient... Hence in their incident, the All

India Anna Dravida Munnara Kazhagam

crewmen themselves kept calm...
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RANGARAJ PANDE: So I understand that coming out bloodshed is

the sigh of your patience... Next coming...

O.S.MANIAN: It is not like that... patience means... I did not

mean like that...

RANGARAJ PANDE: He came like that... He came like that...

O.S.MANIAN: That is what I am telling... His...

RANGARAJ PANDE: A person is coming bloodshed... If you are

stating that your patient, we could not

understand...

O.S.MANIAN: No... It is the wish of the persons like me is

that the Police department has to take action

on them legally... Could not control the feelings

of the crewmen... What could we do for that...?

RANGARAJ PANDE: Does the appointment of Sasikala is a

unanimous one? Are murmurings and

rumblings arise and are they controlled?

O.S.MANIAN: Honorable Puratchi Thalaivi Amma... Puratchi

Thalaivi Amma will be selected us General

Secretary you may have the happenings in the

year 1989 in your memories... What type of

state occurred? Kalagam broke into two... The

chief Kazha executives, many of them there...

many of them here... Ministers some of them

there... some of them here... Crewmen some of
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them there... some of them here... Executives

many of them there... many of them here... that

is what we saw... But today there is no ante

opinion Chinnamma is to become the leader

General Secretary agreed by all without small

rumbling.

RANGARAJ PANDE: You are being in ADMK even from the period of

M.G.R…. In the very first beginning you are

being the first phase member… You told as

72… Whether M.G.R. is big leader? Or

Jayalalitha is big leader?

O.S.MANIAN: The period of Puratchi Thalaivar is different…

the period of Puratchi Thalaivi Amma is

different… The situation in the coming forth

period is different…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… What I ask is, as you have seen both the

leaders, and you say out of them who is big

personality? Who is having power among

people?

O.S.MANIAN: According to us, both of them are like two

eyes…

RANGARAJ PANDE: The reason why  I am asking this question is

that when M.G.R. died, the party broke into

two… On the death of Jayalalitha the party is

staying unique… What is the reason?
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O.S.MANIAN: I could not understand what you ask...

RANGARAJ PANDE: What  I am ask is that there is four and half

years of reign is remaining is the recent for

your unity...

O.S.MANIAN: Not that... Not that... that is Puratchi

Thalaivar...

RANGARAJ PANDE: After the demise MGR, Janaki forms a

temporary Goverment... Thereafter it was

dissolved... majority cannot be proved...

problem arises... broke into two... President

rule was called... running under the readership

of Governor... In 89, DMK comes to rule...

everything happened... in the time the party

which segmented that much... today even  a

union counselor has not resigned if so, four

and a half years reign is remaining. Local body

election is coming... next parliamentary election

is coming... this reign period is the reason for

unity...

O.S.MANIAN: No… Not Like That… After The Demise Of

Puratchi Thalaivar, All India Anna Dravida

Munetra Kazhagam Cleft Into Two… Symbol

was restrained… party faced election and met

with big failure… All these lessons are learnt…

that lesson is for the crewmen and executives of

All India Anna Dravida Munetra Kazhagam…
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experienced as one… besides that during the

period of Puratchi Thalaivi Amma, she has

shaped and formed into good level… All these

accumulatively made that there should no

spilling up with the leadership today… For that

Chinnamma should take commitment is there

unanimous opinion of the crewmen.

RANGARAJ PANDE: May know in which posting of the party does

Mr.Sengottaian being at present? I forget…

O.S.MANIAN: Now he is… Amma has dismissed him from

posting…

RANGARAJ PANDE: May know in which posting does Mr.Panrooti

Ramachandran remains in the party…?

O.S.MANIAN: Now he is the chief station news communication in

charge…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Both of them are seated in the front row on the stage

nearby the Chief Minister during General Body and

Executive Body of ADMK isn’t it seems to be telling

some message…?

O.S.MANIAN: No… he is elder party man political party man his

Panrootiyar… likewise Annan Sengottaian also came

to the Kazhagam during the period of Thalaivar and

subsequently being member of legislative council

from that day till today he is being member of

legislative council and minister and committed with
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various posting in this party and was at the place of

doing all duties nearby Puratchi Thalaivi Amma…

and during the election time for the purpose of

Puratchi Thalaivi Amma’s travel…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Her tour particulars…

O.S.MANIAN: Yes… compiling the tour particulars and taking her

thereby, such a confidential and a best executive…

hence it is not wrong to give respect to the elders….!

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… I did not say it is wrong… it is your party

matter again…. doesn’t it create a surprise? How

they were fully confidential person of the Jayalalitha

he was released from the party posting by her…

himself was not made as minister… in case

Jayalaitha is alive he could not come to stage and

could not sit in the first row on the stage

Mr.Sengottaian is…

O.S.MANIAN: I wish to tell one thing from your  question… if

Panrootiyar and Sengottaian Annan were not nearby

would you have asked why haven’t them seated

nearby?

RANGARAJ PANDE: On the day you may have answered very easily…

may have stated that Speaker is there…Treasurer is

there… the elder executives are all there… the

persons who are not Speaker or Treasurer or

Executive or being seated in the front row. In that
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case there are 15 news agent… all news  agent

cannot be seated  in the first row… nearby Chief

Minister… nearby Treasurer…

O.S.MANIAN: No… you left one person… Ponnaian Annan was

also sitting in the front row

RANGARAJ PANDE: Yes… I am also asking it too.

O.S.MANIAN: Yes… that is elders are given respect… that is all…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Doesn’t seems to be telling a message…

O.S.MANIAN: Elders who are experienced in politics…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… it is an attempt of compromising with a person

who could raise the voice of un-satisfaction…

O.S.MANIAN: Not at all… Sengottaian Annan has insisted that this

commend is coming wrongly for one week ten days

and will go to the court legally. I will take court

action who are defaming against me… he told so…

he is not a person like that to be commended as

such…

RANGARAJ PANDE: On the demise of Chief Minister Jayalalitha when

laid on Rajaji Hall, the relatives of Sasikala there,

subsequently they are continuing so, do you think it

shall make an acceptance among the crewmen of

ADMK?

O.S.MANIAN: That is Puratchi Thalaivi Amma was being with
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Chinnamma at Poes Garden… this one is well

known to everyone… Amma has demised… funeral

pyre is going to be conducted… Chinnamma is at a

state of highly sensitive…

RANGARAJ PANDE: In a loss…

O.S.MANIAN: In a loss… whether strengthening her by

accompany to give water… be with… not only even

possibility to faint… and hence it is not a mistake

that the relatives stay nearby during the

bereavement.

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… if could be understood if stay with during the

bereavement…and that day itself it may be

Gokulaindra… may be Valarmathi… further upto

Noorjahan there are hundreds of women are there…

elder persons like you…still you are considering her

as a mother and calling her Chinnamma from your

core... thousands of human who are considering like

you… all of them are remaining there… so I don’t

know whether it would be viewed as on incident…ok

even we consider that it is an one-day-incident, even

today also Dr.Venkatesh and TTV Dinakaran are

going wherever Mrs.Sasikala is going… a staying at

all places… it could be seen in all scenes from

photograph upto video graph…would it be suits

Jayalalitha…?
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O.S.MANIAN: He does not take it as a big disqualification that

Puratchi Thalaivi Amma dismissed…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Mr.Manian what happen to you…?

O.S.MANIAN: I am coming… myself too…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Would you say that dismissed by Jayalalitha is not

at all a matter?

O.S.MANIAN: I am coming… yes…

RANGARAJ PANDE: It is not at all a matter that dismissed by

Jayalalitha… it is not  a  matter… it  is not to be

considered…

O.S.MANIAN: That is what I am coming to tell you… that is Amma

has also set aside me from the district secretary

posting…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Relieving is different… dismissing is different…

O.S.MANIAN: That relieving…

RANGARAJ PANDE: To my knowledge you were not being dismissed from

the party…

O.S.MANIAN: Relieving is the same… as well as dismissing is also

same… according to our party…

RANGARAJ PANDE: How could you state so…

O.S.MANIAN: Almost the same….
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RANGARAJ PANDE: Whether life sentence and death sentence are the

same?

O.S.MANIAN: It doesn’t make any difference…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Whether life sentence and death sentence are the

same…?

O.S.MANIAN: It is different… in our party postings, if Amma takes

an action it could be considered the same by the

crewmen…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… today almost all the executives in ADMK to

have undergone any such actions… almost all

executives… in some circumstances undergone for a

short period… I am not mentioning that… relieving

from a post and dismissing from the party what I am

telling is until the final breath he remain a

dismissed one…

O.S.MANIAN: TTV Dinakaran who you state was proposed in the

election as parliamentary member by Puratchi

Thalaivi Amma…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Dr.Venkatesh was being placed in Pasarai… both

were being the executives….

O.S.MANIAN: He was the Secretary in Amma Peravai… that is why

he was being in party posting too… being

executive… now Puratchi Thalaivi…
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RANGARAJ PANDE: No… it is past time isn’t it… do not deny… they are

all being with… they have got the confidence of

Jayalailatha who was the Chief Minister… I did not

deny all that… but let us look which one is latest…

after 2012 after 2011 December till 2016 for the 5

years they have not been admitted even a single

day…

O.S.MANIAN: No… that is the term that ‘dismiss from the party’

according to Anna DMK is that any day Amma may

admit… the term ‘dismissed’ means according to

Amma is…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… I am also telling is the same… you very well

know the difference between relieving and

dismissing…

O.S.MANIAN: It is correct what you are telling… whether

dismissed are relieved, both are temporary actions…

RANGARAJ PANDE: You might have remained… while Mrs.Sasikala

again added with the party gave a letter… in that

she has stated that without her knowledge

conspiracy has been made against Akka using my

name… she has recorded… the word conspiracy his

the word expressed by Sasikala herself…the word

without my knowledge… in that case, is it correct

that the them accused staying with… this allegation

is stated by her not by me…
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O.S.MANIAN: As we don’t know whether  she mentioned about

whom…

RANGARAJ PANDE: It is who was dismissed isn’t them…

O.S.MANIAN: Doesn’t who ever have been dismissed… the

cannot particularly mention anyone…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… that almost 14 plus 5 19 person belong to the

same family… starting from Natarajan from

Kulothungan all are from Mahadevan, belong to the

same family…

O.S.MANIAN: Amma’s anger is not a permanent one. Amma’s

anger  is very much temporary one…hence you

cannot take that anybody is set aside… at any time

may be called… at any time may be talked to… at

any time may give posting… at any time may

honour… at any time may nominate for election… at

any time may appoint as Minister… it was happened

so

RANGARAJ PANDE: So may it be understood that all these person have

possibility to be acquired with ADMK… may it be

understood that who are dismissed by Jayalalitha

may be acquired by Sasikala…

O.S.MANIAN: It is the decision to be taken by Chinnamma

RANGARAJ PANDE: He would think that there is no   mistake in

acquiring…
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O.S.MANIAN: The decision taken by Chinnamma will be accepted

by the party members from their core.

RANGARAJ PANDE: I don’t think that even now if this 19 person are

admitted, ADMK person come as audience and

retaliate… because I see ADMK as a well controlled

party… but if I say among the public among the

viewers from the outside that only comment is on

them, could you deny it? Now whether Sasikala may

from there or not if so anybody would say that let

her be come and nobody is going to say that she

should not come… if the reason stated for that she

should not come, again there is a conflict that family

politics is raising. Only one point is there that you

think that reservation is for common man…

O.S.MANIAN: That is Hon’ble Chinnamma has taken the decision

which may suitable, correct for All India Anna

Dravida Munnetra Kazhaga crewmen she took such

decision for the past 33 years from the period of

starting of friendship during the reign of Puratchi

Thalaivi Amma and all these period was facing all

the good and bad hikes  and falls victories and

failures and even went to the jail… hence we have

nothing to tell her… she will fulfill the best way that

the ordinary crewmen wish…

RANGARAJ PANDE: After resolution was made in the General Body

meeting, within minutes the banners around are
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changed… within minutes new banners emerged…

even the Chief Minister and party Treasurer

Mr.Panneerselvam reached Poes Garden with the

said resolution’s copy… within that all the banners

were changed   so what already decided was

enforced… this matter doesn’t seem to be discussed

whether such appointment may be made by General

Body meeting… what already decided was ended

just as an announcement… if said so would you

deny?

O.S.MANIAN: Not like that…the joined our Chinnamma and

Puratchi Thalaivi Amma and placed banners and

hoardings throughout Tamilnadu… even then when

such banners were placed, Hon’ble Chinnamma

herself ordered that except Amma’s image my image

should not be there in any banners… then the

removed Chinnamma’s image throughout the

country and placed Amma’s image only… out of that

some were some body may have erected the banner

which have been already reduced and otherwise it is

wrong to state that banner has been said in all

places… it is not so…in some places somebody may

have placed those old banner occasionally and

otherwise there is no preplanned are pre –

announced activities there… don’t talk such

imaginary way…
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RANGARAJ PANDE: The matter which created surprise in the resolution

is that they stated Chief Minister Jayalalitha’s

Birthday should be declared as Farmer’s Day…

O.S.MANIAN: Already to Charansingh…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Already December 23rd is announced as National

Farmer’s Day and followed as such… Charansingh

former Prime Minister’s Birth Day is being

celebrated… now itself passed December 23rd… is it

correct to state again the same thing as a proper

insisting?

O.S.MANIAN: No… it is well known that national day is been

celebrated… the specialty of Amma is that whenever

she happen to mention herself, she used mention

herself a farmer… she has brought the huge

Cauvery Water dispute to a just conclusion… she

has given lots of welfare schemes to the farmers…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… I understand that… but how do you think that

you can implement an already  existing Day… as

your being a Minister… you tell… already there is a

farmers’ day… as such could be announce another

day as farmers’ day? or December 23rd is not

celebrated Charansingh… can we say it is celebrated

for demised Chief Minister Jayalalitha? What do you

think how to implement this…

O.S.MANIAN: No… what you say is correct… our wish is that to
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bring the birth day of Jayalalitha Honouring as

farmers’ day…

RANGARAJ PANDE: So let the Central Government takes care how could

implement that…

O.S.MANIAN: It should be taken care by the central government

itself…

RANGARAJ PANDE: OK another matter which created surprise is that

another resolution was passed claiming Nobel Prize

should be awarded…

O.S.MANIAN: That it should have been given during the life time

period…

RANGARAJ PANDE: May have known that… Nobel Prize is not being

awarded to any demised person. That is the only

reason that Mahatma Gandhi was not awarded with

Nobel Prize. Because when on perusal, Mahatma

Gandhi died in that year… So whether the idea that

if a chief keeps happy a minister and other minister

who are all in a position of law making cumulatively

claiming for Nobel Prize? Then which one is

possible? Which is not possible? Won’t it be

considered…

O.S.MANIAN: No… not like that it is well known that Nobel Prize

should be nominated before death… but for Nobel

Prize… for a honor to Nobel Prize, by granting Nobel

Prize to Puratchi Thalaivi Amma itself would honor
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‘Nobel Prize’… we should have applied even before

demise… applying aftermath is not a big matter…

making change or correction in it is not at all a

grammar mistake…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Sir… in case of yourself being state government you

may correct it sir… correct it as state government

sir… this is concerning foreign country this is

awarded by another country… another structure is

awarding this… there by till date they have not

awarded against those rules… Even a single person

is awarded in the history…

O.S.MANIAN: We ask to give… They have to rectify to give…

RANGARAJ PANDE: You are placing an impossible matter as a claim…. I

wonder what is the benefit…

O.S.MANIAN: It is not impossible… it is not wrong in asking for

exemption…

RANGARAJ PANDE: So you are involved in such attempts…

O.S.MANIAN: Sure, we will

RANGARAJ PANDE: A question made a funny surprise… There are

totally 41 pages in the General Body resolutions…

Out of that a resolution was made in page 14… it is

being 5th resolution… totally 14 resolutions are

made… everything totaling to give 5… Is 5 the lucky

number of Sasikala… What is the reason…? 14. 41.
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5. 41 page…

O.S.MANIAN: Not anything like that… This has been naturally

set…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Does occur such occasionally… at 5 places… 14th

resolution, 5th resolution 41st page 14th page…

O.S.MANIAN: For instance five fingers in right hand, five fingers in

left hand, five fingers in this foot, five fingers in that

foot… if ask how is this? It has formed naturally…

RANGARAJ PANDE: In the middle there was a big comment .... there is a

Legal conflict in selecting her as General Secretary

... as such ... because what is stated in the rule of

your party ... all the basic crewmen of All India Anna

Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam That is One Crore 54

Lakhs 727 crewmen existing throughout India can

jointly elect the General Secretary ... It has not

happened until this election .... starting from MGR,

from Ragavanandham later from Jayalalitha change

after change made on dates but election was not

conducted... but as the one crore 54 Lakhs persons

can vote and select General Secretary ... here an

appointment  is properly arranged...  it was stated

that until even selecting an usual ordinary General

Secretary ... so due to think that there is a legal

conflict for Sasikala to continue as a General

Secretary...
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O.S.MANIAN: This is a nice question ... that is sir, its rules and

regulation of All India Anna Dravida Munnetra

Kazhagam General Secretary may be elected by

crewmen ...  another point  in this matter  is that

when the election is conducted once in five years the

chief Kazhagam will prepare... prepare for what is

that the party membership cards in current will be

cancelled ... thereafter new application forms will be

issued throughout the country ...

RANGARAJ PANDE: Once in five years ....?

O.S.MANIAN: Once in five years... New application form will be

printed such application form will be issued, filled

up by the crewmen , cards will be issued to everyone

and after confirmation that everyone has got cards,

election will be announced and General Secretary

will be elected . This is the procedure of our party ...

How long will it take to do this.... could it be done

right now....? cannot be done. So, as per the rule 20

(2) of rules and regulation, today we have emergently

arrange General Body meeting and today

unanimously the General Secretary is elected.

Conducted as per law... The virtual thing is that

which has happened casually

RANGARAJ PANDE: In my memory it is 14th resolution... it is stated

That is the party should act in a controlled

manner... act unity should not fall prey to others
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conspiracy ... where does come conspiracy ... control

and unity of the factors should be arrived by passing

a resolution?

O.S.MANIAN: That is,  it is not unknown to you even when

Puratchi Thalavi Amma admitted in the hospital

someone from the opposite side important persons

stated that there will be a change of rule within

three months...hence it is necessary ...

RANGARAJ PANDE: Whether control or unity, will it move out with the

influence of other party personals ? Isn’t true that

ADMK is a military control like party?

O.S.MANIAN: No, not like that ... That is I have confidence... I can

keep open the box inside my house... nobody enter

in... since nobody will take it...but suppose

something happens, you will ask why haven’t you

locked it...hence at least for your sake I have to lock

it.... that has been happened now.

RANGARAJ PANDE: She has become the General Secretary of ADMK...

sworn the posting...unanimously resolution was

passed... as the next stage, does Mrs. Sasikala wish

to become the Chief Minister

O.S.MANIAN: Puratchithalaivar M.G.R. and Puratchithalaiv Amma

at the same time got the postings of General

Secretary of party as well as Chief Minister…
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RANGARAJ PANDE: Mr.M.G.R. has given to others too…

O.S.MANIAN: That is, party’s founder leader is himself… he is the

chief minister… Puratchithalaivi Amma was General

Secretary was Chief Minister… as the power is in a

single place, execution can be done. There will be

no hurdles. Things will be proper…

RANGARAJ PANDE: So does it become two power centers… Mr.O.P.S. as

a power centre…and Sasikala as another power

centre, does ADMK having two power centres…

O.S.MANIAN: In  ADMK there is only one power centre at any

time… two centre or three centre or four center will

never occur… being only one person is the best.

RANGARAJ PANDE: Thus, your wish is also that Sasikala should accept

the Chief Minister post…?

O.S.MANIAN: Sure…!

RANGARAJ PANDE: Will Mr.O.P.S.’s wish also be the same…?

O.S.MANIAN: Sure…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Then what will happen to his Chief Minister post

O.S.MANIAN: This is not a new one at all… he already was as a

Chief Minister. Thereafter being finance minister.

Likewise he is now the Chief Minister. Again he will

go for responsibility.
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RANGARAJ PANDE: Regarding this two times question has been asked

with Mr.Panneerselvam… Once when General

Secretary post was given to Sasikala at the entrance

of Poes Garden Home, and while met with the

reporters at Delhi… For the two times when asked

Mr.O.P.S that they are asking Sasikala for Chief

Minister posting… what is your reply… for the two

times Mr.O.P.S gone without replying. So is the

Chief Minister has any alternate ideas with this?

O.S.MANIAN: That is who first came and insisted Chinnamma to

become the General Secretary is himself…

RANGARAJ PANDE: For the purpose of making her General Secretary

everybody has gone… he has given a announcement

too…

O.S.MANIAN: Yesterday also…

RANGARAJ PANDE: He gave an announcement that if anyone deny her

to become the General Secretary, he may not be an

ADMK personal… I do not object… but even in that

announcement he did not mention about Chief

Minister Post…

O.S.MANIAN: Opinion is only one… there is no other opinion in

that…

RANGARAJ PANDE: As if like M.G.R. and Jayalalitha if the only center

point of the party is Sasikala, the comment put forth

on ADMK that ADMK is an individual person
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centered and worshiping party is it a correct

politics? Don’t bother about politics comments?

O.S.MANIAN: That   is, I expected that who   may   ask such

question… even from the beginning of All India Anna

Dravida Munetra Kazhagam we have praised and

adored Puratchi Thalaivi Amma as our heart, our

family god and redeemer. What did you the politics

commentators, media comment on this? You said

that the Anna DMK crewmen and executives are

made us slaves. Actually it is not so… we are prone

to the motherly love of Puratchi Thalaivi Amma

towards us. That is the fact… Till date the same

state is continuing… at any time in All India Anna

Dravida Munetra Kazhagam…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Do you think that Sasikala has replaced the place of

Jayalalitha… fully from beginning to end in all

aspects…

O.S.MANIAN: 100 percent…

RANGARAJ PANDE: So same power centering, same type of adoring,

same type of center point, everything is going to the

same…

O.S.MANIAN: The Chinnamma who has sworn as the General

Secreatary is also viewed as a mother by us… she

has no other heirs… we are the heirs of

Chinnamma… Chinnamma is our Amma… her
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orders will be of the welfare of the party, towards the

welfare of crewmen… there is no second thought in

it… how it was during the period of Amma, so it will

continue as such…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Will Sasikala contest in Radhakrishnan Nagar

R.K.Nagar…?

O.S.MANIAN: It is the decision she has to take…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No… to become the Chief Minister should become

MLA…

O.S.MANIAN: We wish…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Sasikala should contest in R.K.Nagar…

O.S.MANIAN: We will wish… that to contest in the election… she

will decide whether it is R.K.Nagar constituency are

which constituency…

RANGARAJ PANDE: Today having very powerful… As not in the history

of Tamilnadu Legislative Council Assembly we very

much powerful Dravida Munetra Kazhagam and do

you think could it to be faced by Sasikala… Do you

think that Sasikala has a same excellence which

Jayalalitha had…

O.S.MANIAN: Everyone states that our Chinnamma is with

Puratchithalaivi Amma for 33 years… but even from

84.. even from 83 itself she is with Amma… such a

customized friendship, sharp thought about her is
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well with Chinnamma… Both are not different.. to

body and one soul… Chinnamma and Amma were

being Arthanareeswarar (respective half body of

couples entangled) and otherwise there not as two

persons…

RANGARAJ PANDE: No... haven’t you ever seen her politics activities till

date...

O.S.MANIAN: We have seen...

RANGARAJ PANDE: She may have advised you in forming the strategy in

the background, serving in the party and in some

other things given some advise ...   as Mr.

Thambidurai quoted that Jayalalitha herself has

advised to ask Chinnamma...

O.S.MANIAN: Even told me...

RANGARAJ PANDE: OK at that time there may be strategies... but

talking in the outside delivering speech in the stage

proclaiming announcements in the public talking

about the strategy of ruling of the party...     A

surprise is existing that how will she act in those

matters...

O.S.MANIAN: That is Her proceedings will be 100% best more

than what you except, the hundred percent will be

as if Amma’s Xerox copy ... you need not worry

RANGARAJ PANDE: In an announcement there may be others aid... All of
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them will prepare and submit to her and she will

continue as a final deciding authority...but how will

be her attitude talking amidst the public, talking on

the stage....?

O.S.MANIAN: Surely, it is not at all a tuff one...herein we all of us

were once upon a time being union Secretary and in

that period we used to arrange the stage and sit

down stage... even when I was the District Secretary

there was a tight corner to talk on the stage... we

talk on the stage for one hour... talking for two

hours... it is just delivering the experiences...

RANGARAJ PANDE: This is the duty of field workers like you...

O.S.MANIAN: No... delivering the experiences itself...

RANGARAJ PANDE: Dravida Movements were developed by means of

speeches itself... motto...persons who are standing

in the field are all attracted by the speech and they

will control them for hours...won’t be there such an

expectation...?

O.S.MANIAN: That is contents are important hereby and otherwise

dialogue is not important... the only one is that

whether the delivering ideas are correct? otherwise

rhyming are talking with a good memory with

enriched imaginations are not the subject matter...

RANGARAJ PANDE: Jayalalitha’s elder brother’s daughter Deepa has

expressed her politics wishes... is there any place for
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her in ADMK... future in the ADMK... will she be

added if she voluntarily arrives or she is a person to

be avoided? what is the strategy of ADMK about

that ?

O.S.MANIAN: That is there is no necessity for the person to get the

application form and card from the chief Kazahagam

who wish to become a member in All India Anna

Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam... Through the present

Electronic Media, in Electronic method they can

take their own card... They can apply themselves

and take the cards... there is no bar to anyone to

become a member... in Anna DMK there is no such

banning.

RANGARAJ PANDE: But she is not a member in ADMK she ...

O.S.MANIAN: No... she is not a member... It is not only... It is not

a problem that she is not a member ... one who has

not obtained the love of Puratchi Thalavi Amma...

hasn’t got the care... Amma has not even visited her

marriage... she may have called them and wished

the couples, but not... don’t no why, but she

dislikes...she left her...

RANGARAJ PANDE: The action against Sasikala’s relatives is a

temporary one... but the action by Jayalalitha

against her own relatives is permanent...

O.S.MANIAN: that it is a relationship between the Amma and that
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girl and we don’t know what... our vision ... in our

vision she has not come...at any place she has not

fall in our eyes...

RANGARAJ PANDE: In the ADMK ruling the very big surprise matter, the

matter which was the talk of the country, which has

not been ever happened in the history... In the chief

secretariat in the chief secretary room raid

conducted ... Income tax raid was conducted... This

is ADMK... Even viewed as that the ride against one

individual person Ram Mohan Rao, even Income Tax

raid is conducted in the Secretariat, do you think

that this is a backing of the Government...?

O.S.MANIAN: There is nothing there that Advocates may present

that legally it should not be done... raid should not

be done. That it is the opinion of the advocates but

as per the custom the Central Government  may

avoid this raid...

RANGARAJ PANDE: So, you think that the Central Government has

crossed its border

O.S.MANIAN: Crossing the border itself is the act of crossing the

border... but crossing the custom is the correct

term...

RANGARAJ PANDE: OK finally one question ... The High Court Justice

Mr. Vaithyanathan raised a question... there are so

many suspicious in the death of Jayalalitha who
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demised as the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu ...

Media is stating a lot... Even myself have so many

suscipiousion of my own...Will the truth come out if

dig again? he is asking at least even now itself

disclose the fact... don’t you feel that the State

Government is in a place to answer...?

O.S.MANIAN: A patient, let it be you or me or let anyone, if we ask

the nature of the disease affected them is to be

published, it will be published only with the

permission of the     same person, otherwise it

cannot... Even then as being the Chief Minister

there should be no restlessness  in the country...

people should be clam...people should be in peace ...

for that itself our Health Minister has expressed his

opinion... Secretary has expressed... Governor has

expressed... Hospital Executive has expressed...

Everybody has expressed their opinion... what is

there not commenting on this...

RANGARAJ PANDE: We have seen the video of MGR in Brooklyn

Hospital...

O.S.MANIAN: He is a male... Amma is a Female as she enters in

the hospital she will be gown ... such that seen will

be... when she recuperate all of us will go to her
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home... we will she everyone in a happy mood she

was being in such an idea. This is virtual...

RANGARAJ PANDE: Finally one question.... instantly Local Body Election

is to come... New Leadership... New administration

... In the periods Local Body Election fall in the year

2011 All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam

under the leadership of Jayalalitha attained a big

success...The local body Election  after year 2017

may be in the first quarter, I think so... How ADMK

will face it....

O.S.MANIAN: Regarding the public they are in a thought that

Puratchi Thalavi Amma is still living.

RANGARAJ PANDE: As if MGR ....

O.S.MANIAN: Yes, we have a longing that such a Chief Minister

would begotten ... for the failure of that longing...

the public of the country are not ready to withdraw

the support given to the All India Anna Dravida

Munnetra Kazhagam... Amma has told that All India

Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam will continue its

reign for centuries even in my absence and passed

away. Amma’s words will fall true... it will happen...

All of us are going to see it...



RANGARAJ PANDE: Thank you minister Mr. O.S.Manian... Thank you for

that you have shared your time and ideas with us...

our best wishes to you for fulfilling up of your

aims...

O.S.MANIAN: Thank you…!!!




